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That's Debatable
The UM -St. Louis Forensics and Debate Team welcomed Japanese students Tuesday for a debate on gun
control.

•

•

FEATURES
Ifyou could take back one thingyou have done
in the past, what would it be?
SPORTS
Two-stroke penalty hampers the Rivermen golf
team '5 chances ofwinning the Rivermen Invitational.
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EDITORIAL
. Student-journalist is happy just to have a
chance. Hopes interested students will join The
Current staff.

UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI-ST. LOUIS

McLallghlin Out, Ross In
change now that Ross will lead the
campaign.
'''We have had previous meetings
discussing
our positions on issues and
Dan Mclaughlin announced he has
they
were
the same anyway,"
withdrawn from the race for Student
Government Association (SGA) McLaughlin said. "Those views will
continue."
president.
Ross
Bill Ross, vice president on the
said
the
Mclaughlin ticket, in turn announced ,
transition
his campaign for the president position.
Mclaughlin said it was a personal will be
smooth
decision.
"No one asked me to dropout," eve n
Mclaughlin said. "When I said I was though the
running with Bill Ross, I thought I ,vas week's
going into the right party because we
:~r: nu~~ Dan McLaughlin
were by far the most qualified. But
now, I have decided that Bill and {his expected.
"I was a little shocked that he was
running mate) Brant Miederhoff have
having
second thoughts, but we diseven more experience with seven or
eight years ofleadership. I will support cussed the possibility of this happening last week,", Ross said. "After we
their campaign."
Mclaughlin said no other factors talked, I decided that I would then run
f~r president. I will continue to stress
figured into his decision.
that
we will open the doors to stu"I will be here next year as a students."
dent," McLaughlin said. ''I'm not
Ross said his three years in SGA
dropping out school, it's just I feel I
will
be helpful to students if he is
didn't have the same amount of time
elected.
and the commitment that they do."
"I know the right people to talk to,
He said none of the views will

by Jeremy Rutherford
news editor

and knowing which- channels to go
through is important," Ross said. "I
plan on taking 12 hours next year, six
per semester, so that I will be around
plenty of the time."
Miederhoff
approached
Mclaughlin
I ~arlier in
the year and
I asked if an
open position existed
on
his
ticket.
====----===== "He said he
Bill Ross
already had
his plans
made, but
he would let me know if anything
changed,"Miederhoffsaid. "And when
he (Dan) decided he was no longer
running, both he and Bill approactred
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TAKING IT EASY: Kevin Slaughter (left) and Hadrian Suber toss a
frisbee in front of Thomas Jefferson Library last week.

A Vote -'Yes" On Amendment 3 Tuesday Could Make Dtfference
by Jeremy Rutherford

Thomas Jefferson Library (TJL)
will soon be equipped with a state-ofthe-artsystern that willreplaceLUMlN.
Joan Rapp, TJL director, said offi.
.
.
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cials from all four University of Missouri cam,gilSeS met last week to sean.:h
AI
=*~ .
for a replacement for the LtJMI'N system, which was installed 10 years ago.
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"For the time it was developed, it
. ' ..
.
was
a good system," Rapp said. "We
notbeelimi:Ilaterl. but.itcanbeC{)n./by Cl\rttZwel1el'
tookadvantageofwhatwas
technology
trolled.
etlitOrial directOr '
then,
but
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need
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go
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to
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We
have
a
vision
crime,"hesaid;
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it
.
SL LouisCo:unty Executive
vantage
of
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latest
technology.
under
CQntroL.AiI
lhings
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"Buzz"Westfall said he
considers
..... •.
"It's not something we just started
St.LouisGtyandCounty"relativeIy it's a safupilleetolive:'
last week," Rapp said. "We've been
·
We$thlll
·
.
·
safe places to
working on this for several years."
saioprograms
live"despite a
Rapp said library directors from all
suchliSPAR;E
perceived in~
four
campuses presented the need for a
. (Dmgand A1~
c~incrime
cohQlR~si'S" .· . new System to the UM-Board of Cuby the public.
rators
two
years
ago.
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''The
curators
and
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and
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news editor
.fightingcnme. '.
of the Union:
''the more
The Student
For the fIrst time in 12 years, the
familiar-adults
Per'SpeCtive;n
UM-St.
Louis School ofEducation has
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Wes t fall
been
recognized
by the National
the more they '"
said he bas .
Council
for
Accreditation
of Teacher
tryto help eaclt
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(NCATE).
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the School of Education. ''Especially
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to be accredited."
by C lint Zweifel
of Congress bytheendoftheirJe~~ .
The NCATE focuses on quality of
editorial director
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and graduates, support given to
abilitieS is "
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and programs of excellence.
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James TalGeorge
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'''Those institutions that meet the
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Perspective."
standards
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investment in teacher education that
relevant changesin healthcare within
will yield an important return," Wise
the year. Talt~nt sai4 one of two
See Talent~ page 4
said. "Higher quality in the programs
things is most probilble to come out,
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On The Run

New Reference System To Replace LUMIN
news editor

SpeechesFocus
on Crime', Health

me to be the new vice-president."
Miederhoff said his focus will concentrate on a group that already exists
on the campuses of UM-Columbia,
Rolla
and
Kansas
City.
"It is a student lobbying organization,"
~Aiederhoff said. ''They have students
go to Jefferson City and lobby for their
school. Instead of just the times we
need money, we need to be there
weekly. Not only does it help theschool,
but it gives the studen ts hands on training they may need in the future."
Miederhoff also said he would like to
enhance the life at Residence Hall.
"I do not want strict limitations placed
on the donns," Miederhoff said. "It
should be liberal because it is their
home."
Elizabeth Titlow is Ross' comptroller selection.
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four campuses were very excited," Rapp
said. "(UM) President (GeorgeRussell)
wants a hi-tech campus for students, so
when they graduate they 'll already have
the
tool s
they
need."
Last week, the committee chose seven
possible systems and narrowed the list
to three: Data Research Association
(DRA), Innovative Interfaces and
NOTIS, which will all be demonstrated
this week.
"(Those) are three systems that we
are demonstrating," Rapp said. "That
docsn' [ mean we will not continue to
look at the other four. We may frnd that
they have something the demos do not
have. That is why we are giving the
opportunity for everyone to come and
look at the systems and give us their
opinion."
The ad vantages the library directors
are looking for center around the needs
of the patron.
"For one, searching for a topic will
be easier," said Sandy Snell, librarian.

"Instead of guessing for the topic or
subject you are looking for, the new
system would take the word you type in
and associate it with whatit thinks you
are trying to locate. And the second
advantage would be the ability to database other catalogs. Plus, all of this
can be accessed from your home,"
Rapp said the main advantage will
be what she Cills the cine~stop shop.
"A student will be able to bring up
the topic they are pursuing, and print
ou t the entire text without going to the
book racks and searching," Rapp said.
"It will be ju t like a copy machine."
Currently, there are 50 LUMIN
terminals in TJL. Rapp said that numberwould increase with the new system.
She said it would be to each campus' advantage if the four UM schools
chose
the
same
syste m.
"It would be the same hardware, and
we could learn from each other," Rapp
said. "It woUld also be easier when
parts need to be replaced. "

Rapp said the curators have made
the new system a high priority on their
list, but the funding has not yet been
allocated.
''The funds recommended to the '
legislature are in the governor's budget,"
Rapp said. "But the funds the legislature can allocate to higher education
partially depends on Amendment 3
(amendment for riverboat gambling)."
"If the amendment is voted down,
we will continue to find a new system,"
Rapp said. "It will just come more
slowly because.'there are a lot of competing priorities."
The demonstrations are open to the
lTh1-S t. Louis students, faculty and staff.
DRA is scheduled for April 4-5; !nnevativeInteIfacewill be on display April
11-12; NOTIS is April 21-22. All
demonstrations will be at II a.m.-I2
noon and 3 p.m.4 p.m. in TIL.
"We encourage everyone to attend,
and tell us how they feel," Rapp said.
"We want to make the righl choice."

Education School Learns Of Recognition

are

,\
l

specialists, and professional and public
recognition
of
that
fact."
In addition to the requirements, George
said the School asks more of students
who attend UM-St Louis' School of
Education.
"We require two different studentteaching positions," George said. "And
we make sure that they are quite different. If a student teaches fIrst grade one

time, they'll teach third, fourth or fifth
the next time. After they teach in let's
say the Parkway district, they'U need
to teach in a school with a larger group
of minorities the next time."
Geo rge said the NC ATE decision
simply fonnalizes what the St. Louis
educational community has knovm for
sometime.
"For one, it means nothing because

we could go on without it," George
said. "B ut fora matter of recognition, it
makes it easier for students to be certified to teach in another state because
they look at if your school was nationally accredited.
"(The recognition shows) that the
UM-St. Louis School of Education has

See George, page 4

Former Journals Editor Joins
University Relations Staff
by Christopher Sutherland
of The Current staff

A fonner city editor for the Suburban Journals has joined the UMSL Louis University Relations staff.
"I enjoyed myself when I was a
student here on campus and thought
it would be nice to work here," said
Jack Crosby, 1981 alumnusofUMSt. Louis and seni'or· infonnation
specialist for University Relations.
Crosby graduated from UMStlouis in 1981 with a bachelor's
degree in English. He began his
work at theJoumals 10 years ago as
areJXlrter. He has worked as the city
editor for the newspaper for the past
five years.
"Bob Samples (UM-St. Louis
director of communications) called
me and asked if I had anyone to fill
a posi tion he had open and I told him

Jack Crosby
that I would be interested," said Crosby.
Crosby now serves as a liaison for
people who wish to know about any

campus events or happenings.
Crosby attended Wesleyan
College in Iowa. While there, he
played varsity basketball and was
president of the Black Student
Association.
"Out of the approximately
1,300 students on campus, there
were about 17 blacks and the main
focus of the Association was to
give support to each other," said
Crosby.
At the end of his junior year,
he went into the U.S. Army were
he served for three years, spending most of his time overseas in
Europe. After fmishing his tenn
in the military in 1975, he continued his education at UM-S t Louis.
" ~,ly parents always thought that
education was the key to the
promised land," said Crosby.
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HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR RENT

Hold our politicians accountable and
take big money out of politics. Full
time and part time petitioners and
canvassers being hired now. Earn
$6-$8 per hour. Call Craig 531 -7023.

Great child care jobs with the BESTfamilies in the Washington, DC area. Room,
board, excellent salaries. travel , and educational opportunities. One year commitment. EducationlPsychology majors a
plus. Call (816)537-8429, Monday-Friday
9 am. -5 p.m.

INTERNAllONAL EMPLOYMENT -

Brand new Casio Watchman TV $1 00.
StudenVcomputer desk $35 . Cordless
phone $20. Two formal dresses $45
each. 8 pc. china set wI serving pieces
$45 . Call (618) 744-0363 after 6 p.m.

VWVan-Camper. 1979. 93,000 miles .
Vary good condition. New clutch and
tires . Electric/waterhook-ups, sink, refrigerator, stereo. $2300 or best offer.
Call 256-0364 between 5-9 p.m . or
leave message at 537-7132.

Normandy East and West
1-2 bedroom apartments
Beautiful park IlkesetUng.
Immaculate. Central Air (cIa),
carport/garage, mini blinds,
storage $100 security deposit.
Kohner Properties - $350

John Hancock currently has two Marketing Representative!Saies positoos
opened. Responsibilities indude acquiring clients, client development,
implementing and monitoring financial plans. Only serious awlicants
need apply. Call Kay Jinks 434-4054.

Make upto $2,oOQ-$, ooO+/mo. teaching
basic conversational English abraod.
Japan, Taiwan, an.:::! C;. Korea. Many
employers provide room & board + other
benefrts. No teaching background or '
Asian lang uages req uired. For mor infermation call: (206) 632-1146 ext JS746.

Earn $50-$75 for a day's work. Petitioners
. sought to take big money out of politics.
Call Craig 531-7023.

Looking for a great summer job? Full and
part time positions available at John D.
Summer Resort Jobs- Eamto $121 . McGurks Irish Pub and Beer Garden.
hr. + tips. Locations include: Hawaii,
Interviews will be held Mon., March 28
through Thurs. , March 31 from 2-5 p.m
Florida, Rocky Mountains, Alaska,
New England, etc. For details call: 1- Daytime availibility and experience pre800-807-5950 ext. R5746.
ferred. 1200 Russell· 776-8309.

Horizons Peer EdtX:ators has openings
for students wanting to help fellow students. The openings are forthe 1994-95
school year. For more information call
553-5711 orcome by 427 SSBto pickup
an awlication and a job description.

tant skills may include time management, research, interpersonal,
teamwork and decision-making
abilities. Computer skills, even
basic ones, are also a vital element
to include.
Be sure to consider any volunteeractivities, extra-curricular activities and organizations in which
you participate. Listany offices or
leadership positions you have held.
Special achievements and honors
should also be a part of your personal inventory. In most cases,
you should not include any activitiesor honors from high school.
Once this information is compiled, take a break! You have accomplished a great deal in preparing your resume. After a few days,
look over what you have written .
You may have thought of something else to include or realized
you forgot something importanL
You are now ready for the second step, which is designing the
format of your resume. You may
call or visit the Career Placement
Services in 308 Woods Hall (5535111) u you have questions or
would like more infonnation.

87 Grand Am - 5 speed, AM/FM casso
Power windows and locks, sunroof.
Call Bill at 644-0726 for more info.

GREEKS & CLUBS
Earn $50 - $250 for yourself
olus up to 5500 for your clybl
This fundraiser costs nothing

and lasts one week. Call now
and receive a free gift.
1-800-932-0528 ext. 65 .

Preparing a resume involves a
lot of thought and time. No one
should try to put a resume together
in one day. Before your resume is
complete, you will probably revise
it at least two to three timesmaybe more.
Several steps are involved in
resume writing. This article focus
on the fIrst, and perhaps, one of
most important steps. Infonnation
gathering comes before anything
else in resume writing . In this step,
you are compilfng infonnation
about your skills, abilities, education and experience.
Your personal inventory should
include not only your job duties
and responsibilities, but also what
you have learned from your work
experiences. Everyone has skills
that can be transferred from one
job to another, even if those jobs
have been non-career related.
Communication, organizational,
analytical and supervisory are just
a few of these important skills.
Look at the skills you have acquiree through your educational
process, too. In addition to book
learning and theory, other impor-

Ford Mustang Coupe for sale. 38,000
miles, rebuit! factory 4 barrel 3.02 with
duel exhaust and headers. Needs some
body work and some repairs. $1300 or
best offer ask for Craig or leave a
message at 867-9107.

The Current is looking for reporters
and photographers. 553-5175 ask for
Russell.

Earn

FOR SALE: Charming nine room house
in Bel-Nor. 4 BDR, 2 bath, large family
room , new kitchen, fireplace . Call for
an appointment 385-7335.

71 Volkswagon Super Beetle. Many
new parts, all stock. Must sell! $600.
Call 553-5174 days or 447-5367 evenings ask for Jeff.
New Smith Corona.word processor
with separate 12" monitor. Unlimited
data storage via 3.5" diskettes , MSDos compatible, spell check, address
merge. Perlect for college students.
$200. Call Teri at 447-5295.

FOR R,ENT
The Blergarten at 5t. Louis Union

1982 Ford EXP . 115,000 miles. Green
wlblack vinyl interior. Lots of new parts.
Looks good and runs. $900.00 call
831-6910.

Station is available from April thru
September, 1994, for private parties,
graduation parites, etc. For further
information, call 441-0386.

$$$$

AM I PREGNANT?

For

FIND OUT FOR SURE.

SUDlDler

Vacation
Now!!
We need positive college level
communicators who want to
eam steady money for exciting
work. We are calling on behalf
of our Forume 500 clients.

NO COLD CALLS and
NO Sales!! We offer a
professional office environment and we're conveniently
located at Page and 1-170.
Hours are evenings and
Saturdays- Tl per week.
Starting base pay of $5 .50/hour
with incentives to earn as much
as $10.00 per hour.

• FREE Pregnancy Testing
• Immediate results
• Completely confidential
• Call or walk in

CRISIS
PREGNANCY

CENTER

U. City Loop Area - 6233 Delmar.
1 bdrm . apt., totally rehabbed, new
stove, refrigerator, dishwasher &
disposal. Wall to wall carpet, miniblinds, storm windows, door intercom , coin -op. laundry, off-street
parking .$375. Eastgate Investments. 863-2817.
Walk to UMSl. One bedroom duplex just behing Quik Trip on S.
Florissant. Basement w/washerdryer hook-up, garage. Very private. Call Steve at 521 -1364.

PERSONALS
International student seeking
roommate. Female nonsmoker.
Rent 168.50 +utilities. Phone 4287354.
Female seeks same to rent 2
bedroom apartment starting May
15th. Please call 830-2880.

.1

Looking for a keyboard in good
condition . Must have good piano
and strings sound. Brad 741 -9099 .
I am looking for a solid wood coffee
table--any condition. Call Clint at
553-5174.

725-3150

447-6477

831-6723

227-5111

950 Francis PI.
(St. Louis)

2352 HWY 94
(St. Charles)

3347 N. HWY 67
(Florissant)

510 Baxter Rd
(Ballwin)

24- Hour Phone Service

•
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Chess Players : Come to Florissant
Chess club every Thrus., 7 p. m. at
the Florissant Presbyterian Church
Library . 660 Charbonier at
Lindbergh.

•

•

•

Please call
BUSINESS RESPONSE,
Inc. Human Resource Dept at
426-6500

Because thiS
HIt'S a free c ountry"
stuff only
goes So far"

.
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SUMMER SCHOOL FOR

ON THEIR WAY TO THE TOP.
If you didn't sign up for ROTC as a
freshman or sophomore, you can still
catch up to your classmates by
attending Army ROTC Camp Challenge, a paid six-week summer
course in leadership training.

By the time you have graduated from
college, you'll have the credentials of
an Army officer. You'll also have
the 'self-confidence and discipline
it takes to succeed in college and
beyond .

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARmT COWGE COURSE YOU CAN rAKE.
For details, contact Washington U. Army ROTC at:

935-5546

•

•
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College Final Four B~sketball

$3.99
It's everywhere
you vvant to be~

© Visa U .S .A. Inc. 1994

With Purchase Of
A Personal Pan Pizza
&
BuyA 32 Oz. Coke And Have A Chapce
To Win Spring Break '94 T-shirts & Mugs
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Student-journalist Is Happy For
Chances, Urges More Student
Involvement On Campus Paper
by Jeremy Rutherford
news editor

c

Look above and to the left, my byline: Jeremy Rutherford. After that
follows: news editor. But to those in English, Spanish, Photography and
Speech class, I am
justJeremy.
Last May, my
grandmother was
listening to 1120
KMOX Radio.
She heard an expert
in the field of career placement give
his testimony. He
was promoting the
idea of teens gettingan early jump in
the field they wish
to pursue. She relayed the advice
tome.
called the SuburThe next day I
ban Journals and
literally asked the
sports editor if I could push a broom in his office. He took to the idea, not
of me cleaning his office but, of visiting his office and maybe even
. writing an article. Ten months and 109 articles later, I am semiweeldy
reporting on high school sports as a "correspondent" for thejournais.
. My plans were to attend UM-St Louis this past fall. So in August of
'93, I called The Current and asked the editor if he had any work for me.
He did. It's been eight months now and as you can read, I'm the news
editor.
I have made numerous calls to 90.7 KWMU Radio in hope to do an
internship there this summer. Ifaccepted, I don't have any idea what they
have in store for me. If accepted., I don't know what they'll call me.
Possibly: Hey you. I don't care.
These titles might soWid fancy, but that's just what they are: titles.
I'm nobody special. Ijustenjoy the experience until the negatives come
along.
During my second month at The Current, I received a letter, from I
would guess a prominent person on campus, telling me to go back and
retake English 309 because I misspelled the word "Col(u)mbia." Lady,
I'm taking English 10, just a lad fresh out of high sehool (not Joumalism
school) trying to be somebody, but thanks for the farunail.
Two weeks ago, in issue 789 of The Current, a reporter shrugged the
idea of SG A Comptroller Bill Ross picking up a $1 ,500 paycheck for his
. services.
In return, The Current received a letter from Ross that read: "I would
like to take some time to address the errors in Mr. Korando's story."
BIab.; Blah, Blah, Blah, Blah, Blah, Blah. .. "But what can one expect?
After all, that would take skillful reporting." Bill, as you know, Russell
Korando didn't write the editorial, but he thanks you for the fanmail.
The Cincinnati Herald, a weekly newspaper that services the African-American community, was firebombed last Tuesday as reported in
the SL Louis Post-Dispatch. The bombing came just hours after the
newspaper received bomb threats. An article written a week and a half
ago blaming Arab Muslims for being the first to enslave blacks allegedly
provoked the Muslims to respond with violence. The story titled "Blacks
and Islam," said Arab Muslims are responsible for bringing the Islamic
religion to the African continenL
While I don't believe this campus community is packing heat,.I do
believe a minority ofyou enjoy ripping up the paper, including professors
who vocalize their opinion in the classroom instead of using this space
of the paper. This space is free. The classtime is valuable to students who
could care less about The Current. It's been said before, but I'll say it
again: There are 13,000 of you and 13 of us. We need more help and less
criticism.
Russell's tenn as editor is almost finished, and Matt Forsy'the is
planning to take over as editor. Give him a call. We don't have any
brooms over here. Howard, our main man, takes care of thaL All we have
is computers, an interesting campus to follow and room to grow.

St. Louis playwright Joan LiplQn, whose plays have been produced in St. Louis; Chicago; Buffalo, N.Y.; and Tempe,.Ariz., will speak
on the craft of playwriting, play production and current trends in theater at 11:00 a.m. April 5 in Room 75 of the J.e. Penney Building.
The talk, sponsered by the English Department, is free and open to the public.
(Left) Is violence an uncontrol·
lable epedemic ou r society has
let go too far? These children
play with toy guns now, but what
can parents and lawmakers do
to keep t hem from using real
ones later in life?
Photo: S. ·Lee Welborn

Correction
It was reported in issue 789 of The
Current that the Senate Student
Affairs Committee delayed
appovalofthe reccommended
budgets from the Silldent
Activities Budget Committee.
The Senate Student Affairs
Committee did approve the
budgets, although two members
did abstain from the voting.

Existential Psychology, A Psi Chi Lecture
by Joel Kretzmann
for The Current
On March 15, psychology professor, Dr. Brian Vandenberg, talked about
I
1
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what it is to exist, and to be. He began
by tracing the two in tertwining threads , For more ifIfOrfruHiOf'I, can tlfe
UM·St. Louis psycnology
of Western Civilization: broadly
Department at 553-5391
speaking, Judeo-Christian fllith against
Greek reason. In the Garden of Eden
slory, man learned he had freedom to mass consumption and conformity.
gain personal knowledge, but with They seemed to lose their moral comchoice came responsibility and sin, or pass. Nietzsche talked of the death of
awareness. He learned of his nakedness, God and violence as a way to feel.
or his uniqueness and vulnerability
Existential psychology hopes to
when he noted his isolation and sepa- help persons fmd meaning in their own
rateness, hence a search for perscnal lives by rejecting societies confonnist
meaning knowledge "in the biblical definitions of success, as well as stansense." The eternal, or God, is un- . dard therapeutic methods of psycholknowable. Greeks, however, looked og-y to let each client's situation speak
for the ideal prototype or universal for itself.They concentrated on awaking
essence of the outside world. So, rea- individuals to be more aware of the
son to them produces objective, de- choices in their lives and t.ake more
tached and timeless knowledge.
responsibility for ones made, so they
History shows this tension between can Ii ve fuller lives.
theology and science. After Galileo
•Keep your eyes open for more
and the triumph of science, humans notices of more Psi Chi lectures, usumay have progressed in power, but ally alternating Tuesdays at3:30 p.m..
individuals seemed to lose it in an You can even join the national psyincreasingly dehumanizing society of chology fraternity.

Voice Of
The People Polley
The Current we-tcomes laters tattle editor. Letters should be
Drief. The use of any material is at the edhor's discretion.
Edtting may be necessary for space an1i cp.uity. R1eas will not
be mtered, but edlfing will avoid obscenity, libel and invasions
of privacy.
Letters in print do not necessarily reflect the opinion ofTlw
Curre1U.
For purposes of verifIcation, aU telleT.~ must bear the wri ~r's
handwritten signature,.address, student identifICation number
and home Of work telephone number. Ifr~uesfed, all effons wit)
be made to maintain the wffte"f'S anonymity.
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Talent from page

t

Westfall from page 1

Talent said current health care coverage is not completely unworkable,
but it still leaves 15 percent of Americans uninsured.
"The basic strength is that many

citizens have insurance sponsors that
will give them the best quality care, the
quickest in the world." Talent said.
He said the basic problem with
President Bill Clinton's health plan
and the current plan is that consumers
of insurance are not held financially
accountable for their health care: Talent said sometimes unnecessary proce-

dures are performed because the patient knows the costs will be covered
by insurance.
"[Consumers] don't feel fiscally
responsible for the health care they're
consuming," Talent said. "1iley are
unnecessary procedures they would
not purchase if they were fiscally responsible for it"
.
Talent said some of the uninsured
cannot afford the insmance, others can
afford insmance but do not purchase it
and others are dropped by their insurance sponsor for falling in a high-risk

category. With his plan, Talent said
insurance companies would be forced
to carry high-risk consumers.
"[There is] a set of people who
could afford to buy insurance, but don't
because they can go to the emergency
room," Talent said. 'They do have
access to health care but not the kind
they need. We should have gotten them
primary care in the first place."
Talent said ne would re(juire every
citizen to purchase basic comprehensive health insurance. The employer
would be allowed to pay the employee

.

.-------------------------------------------------------------------~

.

The Difference Between
An Original And AFake
Life here is quality addressed_
. Our residents enjoy a style of living that's an artful
blending of comfort and convenience. No wonder so
many other apartment communities imitate us!
Move here and come home to a picture-perfect
apartment where every detail is attended to.
Included, too, are a wealth of fabulous features that
make your life more enjoyable. Master the art
of living well ... at a price that's too good to pass up.

* 5% STUDENT DISCOUNT *
Northwest Village
Apartments

Spring wood
Apartments

291-5650

429-5609

426_1638

On Lindbergh
near 1-70

1-170 &
Natural Bridge

I-170&St.
Charles Rock Rd.

lit.

San Rafael
Townehomes

money for insmancedirectly. The con- Westfall said.
sumer wbuld then have the option of
He said there are full-time officers
purchasing basic comprehensive high in St. Louis County and City working
deductible coverage while putting the in the program. Westfall called them
remaining funds in a Medisave ac- "advocates of positive peer pressure."
count. If the money remains unused by
Westfall said the renovation of St
the end of the year, then the consumer
Louis
County Jail in Clayton, to be
could keep the remaining funds for
. completed in two yearS, will keep more
personal spending.
"Consumers would be full autho- crimiruils behind bars. He called the jail
rized to buy what [insurance] they is a "riot waiting to happen" and said
want," Talent saici "Instead of taking the lack of space is keeping criminals
the authority away form the patient and out of jail.
the physician, you're concentration
With space for 1,200 more prisonthe power in their relationship. It en- ers, Westfall said he would like to see
ables you to have the same choice judges punish first-offense criminals
everyone else does."
Talent said politicians can give with· 'shock probation." He said "shock
needy consumers solid health care pro- probation" involves purtishing firstgrams, without being in support ofhigb time offenders with 30 or 60 days in
jail.
federal government involvement.
"Shock probation gives [the crimi"We have to get past the the type of
thinking that says 'if you're not for big naIl a taste of losing their freedom,"
government you're not for the poor,'" Westfall said. "Once they see what it is
Talent said.
like to lose their freedom, they may be
less likely to corrunit another crime."
George from page 1
He cited drugs as the main cause of
crime,
being part of what he calls a
developed into one of the ftnest educa"breakdown in morals and families."
tional programs in the nation. It's be"If you added up all the crime in
cause of a lot of people who worked
this country, at least 80 percent of the
hard, including the coopemtion of the criminal octivity is related to drugs,
College of Arts and Sciences and the especially if you include alcohol,"
centraIadministration [at University of Westfall saici
Missouri]."
Westfall said he argues against the

legalization of illicit drugs, because he
would be ":afraid" of the results. He
said it will lead to a country that does
not take drugs seriously. He said boot
camps for 17, 18 and 19-year-oldfusttime drug offenders may prevent habitual and lifelong drug involvement
Westfall said he is supportive of
treating juveniles as adults tor some
crimes, but both systems need equal
options.
"If you're 13 or 14 and have been
committing b,urglaries and you get
caught when you're 17, the juvenile
records are closed and you think it's a
first-time offense," he said. "That's
insane.
''People sit and watch the five
o'clock news and say 'how are these
bums getting out of prison,' it's going
to remain that way until the public gets
more serious about the problem."

What a Phannacy Was Meant to Be

. L -__________________________________________________________________

~

.Personal Medication Counseling ·15 Minute Service Guarantee
.Most Insurance Plans Accepted ·Free Healthcare Screening
.5% Discount with Srudent ill

042S· 7676 Mon.-Fri. 9:30-6:00, Sat. 9:30-2:00

•••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••
Friendship. Camaraderie. A sense of belonging. Old feelings
difficult to describe, but not hard to get back. Thanks to the Air
National Guard.
Besides the over 200 job opportunities you can learn, youll be
eligible for college tuition assistance and other benefits. Well even
pay you. All it takes is two days a month and two weeks a year.
To find out how you can get your career off the ground, call the
Air National Guard toll-free at 263-6275.
We'll show you how to become one of the jet set.

To recognize the excellent teaching done lJy lecturers in the College of Arts and Sciences,
the College announces an award of $500 to a lecturer who has demonstrated excellent
teaching performance, including adviSing, cOWlSeling, and classroom instruction.

The following lecturers are eleigible:
Joseph Harl
Thomas Kochheiser
Juliana Yuan
Edwin Joern
Sherry LaBoon
C,lark McMillion
Sidney Savan
Susan Tyrey-Jefferson
Michael Allison
Kathleen Phares
Mary Suiter

I
I

Barbara Burns
Robin Mack
Billy Foster
Nancy Gleason
Judy Gurley
Ronnie Hopkins
Linda Kick
,.
.
Wllhan Klem
Judith Linville
Jennifer MacKenzie

Terence ~artin
William Mayhan
Scott McKelvie
David Rota
Nanora Sweet
Susan Tierney
Barbara VanVoorden
Charles Wartts
Harry Weber
Linda Wendling

-------------------------------I wisb to nominate:
Faculty member or currently
enrolled student name:
Student Number:

Anyone wishing to nominate one
of the above persons should
fill out this notice or send a
letter of recommendation
by April 16, 1994 to:
Lecturer Award Committee

!!ml:

Deborah Baldini
Rita Bergoudian
Anne-Sophie Blank
Maria Braxs
Elsy Cardona-Johnson
Geramie Hoff
Margaret Phillips
Susana Walter
Priscilla Dowden
John Antognoli

Americans At Their Best NATIONAL-_
GUARD.

-................-..................

I
I

I
I
I
I
I
Campus or Home Address:
I
I eto Associate Dean Martin Sage
I
I
College of Arts and Sciences
I
~
IL ________________________________
308 Lucas Hall
Phone Number:
I

The Asthma Center at Barnes West County Hospital
is seeking individuals witb moderate asthma,
ages 18-65, to aid in asthma research.
Individuals will receive physical exams,
free medication and compensation for their time.
If you are interested' please contact 851-8508.
(If you are a woman of childbearing

potential you must be surgically sterilized
or have a reliable method of birth control.)

OFFICE OF EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
Uni ...... r,. j t}' of Mh.u ..... I-SI. Loul.

PERSONAL COMMITMENT ST ATEMENT
The "World of Difference" has developed a
Personal Commitment statement to improve race relations,
increase cultural awareness and reduce prejudice. The OEO
enthusiastically encourages the implementation of the statement
by each member of the campus community.
Several components of the statement are listed below:

As part
·IOOAmeri

------------~-------Celebrate
your own cultural and religious heritage.
• . Educate yourself about the rich cultural diversity in St.
• Louis. Intervene to let others know that you will not
• tolerate ethnic jokes, racial or religious slurs, or any
I actions that demean any person or group. Present your. ·1 self as a model of language and behavior that is nonI biased and inclusive of persons regardless of ethnicity,
.: r~ce, religion or s~x. Seek out op~ortunitie~ to participate
WIth culturally dIverse groups III St. LoUIS. .

J touregesand
a

Universities, t

of

Unification

CampusMi

IDr'LetkJarents

--------------------I CALENDAR I

COMPLETED TESTAMENT
AGE

ApriJ 8, Alumni Center, 7 p.m.
Black Graduate Students Association.(BGSA) Fundraiser .
Contribution Accepted, In Lieu Of Admission Fee
April 26, 75 J.C. Penney, Noon-2 p.m.

God, Family and World Peace

Truelove

"Problems Facing Asian Students In Adjusting To The Cultures
Within The United States"
Dr. Martin Fujita, Psychiatrist; will be the facilitator

SLCC-Mer_. . . . .L_
Student Center Room

Rev. Jean

Unification Campus Minister

,I!~~~~~~
'{{

St. Louis Univer
Kelly Auditorium (Grand &

.Mr. Hyun Jin Moon, Olympic Athl
MusiC; by Gwen .

University of ... ~. .
JC Penny Bldg, Rm 78; Mr. Jin Sung Park Moon
. Gl aduate. Harvard University Law School
. Acoustic Music by Sammy & the Snow Monkeys

Sponsor:
Unification

Campus

Ministry
Assodltlon
454-1699
Co-Sponsor:
Women's
Federation
for World
Peace

April 18 - May 31
Asian Pacific American Exhibits
Thomas Jefferson Library (entry level)
Ward E. Barnes Library (entry area)
OEO Bulletin Board (3r~ floor, Woods Hall)
May 1S, st. Louis Arena, ~ . p.m.
Commen~nt.

Speaker Mr. William Wood, EdItor
St. Louis Post Dlspatdl Newspaper
May 21 & 22, Faust Park, Chestertleld 10 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
Asian/Pacific Heritage Festival
JIUIl. 1,.'ll'.MS t. Louis, Sou.th Campus
pQ'W'WQ'W (51!truriciln In/ian. OfJStJ"(Jat1u)

THE PEOPLE'S
LOAN CO.

"PAYDAY
LOANS'~
1246 Natural Bridge
$20.00 - $100.00

Call To ApplY'

(314) 381-2600
'.9l {itde

flip wfi.t:n

. you neea it most.'
Loan Officers
Carlton Jones &
Claude Weathersby
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Japanese, UM-8t. Louis Students Debate Gun Control Laws
Buzz also said that a decreased nate crime. only restrict the means,"
availability of guns makes a i'crime Buzz said. '
.
ofp,assion" a less likely occurrence,
Zubericr0ss-examinedBuzz. "Do
The UM-St. Louis Forensics and A"crimeofpassion"isacrfmecom- guns have eyes?"" Zuberi asked. ·
Debate Team was proud to welcome mitted by a person who is ina state of . ~Zuberi tried to 'take the blame off ·
.guns and place it on the
tWo Japanese students to
. people who use them.
an audience participation
While this type of persuadebate last Tuesday.
sive questioning would
The tOpic of the denormally be effective,
bate: "Should the private
· ownership of guns be
some pf itS effect was lost
crossing the language barsignificantly curtailed in
rier. It look Buzz about a·
a civilized society?" On
minute before he realized
the affirmati ve side of the
what Zuberi meant about
debate were Reiji "Buzz"
guns having eyes.
Yamanaka
from
. Clutch opened his arHitotsubashi University
gument by pointing out that
and Rebecca Witte from
when gun control measures
UM-St. Louis. On the
are implemented, gun sales
negative side were
rise steeply before the laws
· Mitsuhiro "Clutch"
go into effect.
Kurano fr9m Dokkyo
"We have a right to
University and Nkrumah
defend ourselves," Clutch
Zuberi from UM-St.
.. said. "Guns act as a deterLouis. Nicknames were
rent to criminals. If a
given to the Japanese stu~
.,.,
criminal knows there is a
dents to simplify the progun in the house, he is less
nunciation of their names
likely to try to break in."
and were used throughClutch also said that
out the debate.
.. ,.:
guns
will still be sold on
Buzz opened the dethe black market and as a
bate with an argument
that gun control saves
Photo: S. Lee Welborn result, only criminals will
have guns.
human life. He said the
_. Once the positions on each side
phrase" guns don' tkill people, people emotional distress. Buzz also inkill people" is wrong. Guns do kill · eluded statistics of cities where the were established, the debate heated
because they are the tools of the homicide rate has dropped signifi- up. Witte asked the negative side,
criminal. They are a convenient, ef- cantly since gun control laws were "When does it stop? People will alput into effect. "You cannot elimi- ways be trying to get a bigger, more
fective way to kill," Buzz said.

by Jeffrey Struyk
features editor

C·""I""l·'~
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.Photo: Jeffrey Struyk

THE RIGHTTO BEAR ARMS: Japanese and UM-St. Louis Students debate....,hetheror not private ownership ·
of guns should be controlled.
powerful gUn that shoot more bullets
than the next person's gUn."
Zuberi said that the problem is not
the gUns, but the people using them.
"People's behaviors need to change."
Zuberi said. "Amendments [imposing
gun control] are one thing, enforcing
them is another, As an African living in
America, I feel helpless without a gUn."
Zuberi also said he was in the pro-

cess of purchasing his second gUn.
social change as the solution to vioZuberi was the most outspoken of lence, but took a vigilante attitude
the four debaters, He was quite loud, . when talking about owning a gun and
but witty and popular with the audi- glamorized the "war zone" image of
ence, particularly with those against America. It was his passion rather than
gun control. He emphasized repeat- his ideas that was Zuberi' s best asset
edly the need for education and health for the negative side of the debate.
care, but frequently dodged direct
The negative side won in the votquestions. He stressed the need for ing,38-30.

Who Do Ybu Like, Mules Qr
Elephants -:.

tions.
The Democrats were looking
laid back, and the Republicans
Roither and the team of Demowere ready to show they meant
Michael O'Brian
crats (Timothy Minden and SGA business.
associate features editor
p~esiden tial ,candidate Jason
"We can't ignore whe~ we've
Peery) had theIr work cut out for been," Titlow said in her opening
It was the battle of political them in the debate, The Republi- ar uments. She asked for us to
wit when the College Republiwere led by hot shot s-pea lce r co~side! what happen ed- the last
cans took on the College Demo- 1,. Elizabeth Titlow. Her entou- time a Democrat was in the White
crats in a debate of current issues. rage was the young, but informed, House. Titlow also voiced that
The debate was part of Stu- Benjamin Ashe and the next Jack there has been a decline in moral
values 'in our country.
dent Government Association' s Kemp, Eric Barnhart.
Barnhart carne prepared for
"Compassion is not measured
(SGA 's) "State of the Nation: The
Student Perspective." SGA battle with a stack of statistics by financial aid, but by how many
President Andy Masters was, the from several different publica- · people need it," Roither said. He
stressed the Democratic focus on
education as a tool which leads 'to
equality. "The Democrats believe
in building a strong, just society,"
Roither said., He said basic rights
play important roles in providing
equality.
In argumeilts of civil rights
issues, Peery said Asian and His. panic- Americans are now facing
former problems of AfricanAmericans, . Minden pointed out
the seemingly lack of home pur"Ifl were to go back to high school,
chases by minority groups.
I would try to become more involved
"Black people are doing it
academically and_ socially because at
themselves," Barnhart said, "They
that time I was sort of an introvert and
don't need the help from bigmissed out on a lot"
daddy government"
Christopher Flinchpaugh
Titlow's response to the arguAdjuoct Assistant Professor
ment was n9t nearly as brash as
Photography
Barnhart's. "I don't think poverty
is a racial issue, Poverty crosses
all social and racial boundaries,"
she said.
"I wouldn't do anything differently,
Titlow, unlike her team, took
I value my family, friends and educaa very quiet reserved approach to
tionandI believe that is mostimportant"
the debate. She spoke eloquently
and intelligently, and her closing
Sheila Walley
statements on topics impacted the
Sophomore
audience
and the opposing debatAccounting
ers.
Roither and his team battled ·
hard through topics on crime,
condom distributiol!, health care
"My college education, A£ I beand presidential leadership. In the
came older I realized what was really
end, though, the Democrats were
important Just think where I would be
no match for the words of Titlow
if I had pursued my Criminology deand the statsof Barnhart.
gree then."
Barnhart produced stats and
Tina J. Wright
documents like it was the playJunior
by-play of Monday Night FootCriminology
ball. He even had statistics on the
percentage of Mercedes bought
by African-Americans.
On many topics, both teams
"1 bought this camera five or six years
ago and I only started 10 get inlO photoghad similar beliefs, though, there
raphy a few months ago. If I would have
was still the air of partisan polidone it then,I would be mcreof an expert .
lics.
at it It could eventually become a way to
When the tally was over, the
make extra money."
College Republicans won the deJOOnFlchtner
bate in a 5-3 vote, The College
Junior
Democrats will now have to wear
B~ Administration
"I Love Reagan" shirts on
Mirthday April 20.

~

guest moderator of the event.
SGA Vice President David

cans

The Current File Photo

The Current Fila Photo

Benjamin Ashe
College Republicans
Member

David Roither
SGA Vice President

aq~ .and~61~g~hiQagbtheSUb~ .

. she agreed to be the faculty
vjseT('Belford said_"But I had •

·· bY, Julie Earhart
. fQ(Tbe Ct.ment
LltM)tg,lhestudent ofgarii.• .zation thatprodnces thef\inlUal
<:a.mpus literary magazine, is

noii:l~awhatl wasg~ttit:lg Into_ .•

.

The volume of 'paperwotk iIivol.vedin stiiitiilg 'Stutl~ht o.r~
ganization IS awfuL 1 thinktbat
. · cel~bi'atin.gitslOthanhivei'sary . is why Twas ele~tedtobe the
.. TIle mag:~:tzine . and .. the first editor: IfiUedoiitQffthe
.otg.afiizatiou' smenlbets havepaperwork:'t .• . .. .... . • • .. . •. .. . .
, -cfHiI1~dov~(iliejr¢ars;;;btInwo .
A.n~r the paperwork was
, charactyisti~have . remained · . corn i>Ieted. B~Jf()Td , tle~ded ' .~ ..-.
ll:t¢same:tlte goa1,"andguhH~g _ stat'f.':Thatwasfaid)· easy, ":She .
. influence. . .
.. said:. ~T'retnlit~dothetstuderti:s
Theg()aj (if Lit¥l;iK i~ to· from Nan'scIasses/'
first
. · disp1a.yrhe. literary and artistic staffwas de['IniteIYdivetse, sb.e
works of UM"SL LOt1.is' stu- recalled, Thercwas ·arnixtuteof
dents, The campus is rich in young"old~r,bla9k'w~We, n';a[6~
cultural. eCOIlOmic and social female.
divetsity;thewtifcrs aIidartists
Next camesolidtingothet: .
· mi~o:rthesedif£erences.Yettbe . students to send in thei.r wbrks,
' ma~a'iinedispels: these differ- . "Tbat was easy 'too/' Belfbtd .
· encesby ~to.V'idlilg inc1usiv:e- .said. "We.pilJ lipsamepostets;
nessofaHstiide,nts.
had <the writing ihStructorsan- .
.
Therilaga?:IDe began when · tiouricein their dassesthat we ·
• Linda Belford, can ErigF,sb rna,,·. weresolit.inng poerftS and sh~rt ...
jor, wanted to te,viveWater-stories.arid spread the news aboul
mark, the campus Iiterarypub- ,the magazine around by word of ·
lication that folded in the late mouth.
1970s.
.. "It wasn 'talways fun, weed~
During. the fall 1982semes- ing thI'0tlgh all the sllbmissions," .
Ler, Belford approached Nansaid"~Belford. "We worked hard.
Sweet, .a lectnrer inlhe EnglIsh 'Bac!) poem or Short story was.
department,aboUt starting an-read arid discussed by theeditoother v~r,sion . of Watermark. rialDQard.lt .w as a frenzy of
. '~Ni,lJiYm:!Q!mlg¢d." meW,try ,andactiyity. gath~ringinthe Slltfim it .
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LitMag~

from page 5

the name to stick, and I'm glad to see
that other staffs ha ve gi ven the magazine a variety of names," she said.
"Though the magazine's behindthe-scenes work has basically remained the same, · each magazine
looks and sounds different in relation
to size, format, style and attitude,"
Sweet said. "It's very positive, it gives
the staff a sense of ownership."
The 1993-94 staff kicked off the
10th anniversary year with an open

mike reading in the J.C . Penney
Building in September. Two additional open mike sessions were held
during the fall semester. When the
winter semester began, the group
began sponsoring an open mike series (another first) every two weeks
at the Pierre Laclede Honors College. The series features student, faculty and staff writers reading their
own works. "It's made quite a mark
on campus," said managing editor

-

I
I

Donald Bames. "The organization
and the magazine have more recognition with students than before.
LitMag is a unique opportunity for
student writers to get published."
The 10th .anniversary issue will
soon be published. "Steps Astray,"
the issue's subtitle, has a dark and
violent theme. "It's a rather sad reflection of our society, I guess," said
Bames. "We're only printing 300
issues this year, but we will have
more pages than ever, possibly as
many as 88. It;s not surprising since
we received more submissions than
ever before."
To celebrate the anniversary, the
Evening College Council is sponsor-

ing a reception at the Alumni House
on April 19 to coincide with the
magazine's annual publication. An
open mike reading is scheduled with
a special invitation to the published
.,authors and artists. In addition, a
showing of the artwork will also be
featured.
If anyone is interested in presenting the group ~ith an anniversary
present, office space would be nice
(hint, hint). It does not have to be very big. "A broom closet will do,"
Barnes said. "Any place to store a
few boxes and get them outofNan's
. office."
Happy anniversary LitMag!
Here's to 10 more!

Apartment: $295
HeatIncluded!! 1 bedroom, 2 room emclency, new appliances,
new carpet, some furnished. 6 month or 1 year lease. $285-$295.
OR a 2 bedroom, 1 bath apartment: $315-$350.

381·8797 Bermuda
Heights
Springdale
.
n38

. . SUl'U"\~-----:-
~ t:~FuN reliable, economical,

~ loves to travel. ..
. loads of personahty,

How To Eat And
Buy A Computer
by Michael O'Brian
associate features editor

In today'sscholastic market,
it is becoming more essential
students have a computer.
Computers have gained so
much versatility that not only
can a student do papers and assignments on them, they can
connect with the school via networks, have access to libraries of
information and provide a great
means of entertainment. The
great question is cost.
Here are a couple of alternative schools of thought for purchasing computers.
The University's computer
store, located in the University
Center, may provide an option
for sUIdents who are most interested in having the up to date
equipment. The store is also enticing for those who need the
security of extended warranties
before committing to such a purchase.
.
At the computer store, a SUIdent can use their student identification card to charge up to $500
on their student accOlmt. That
can bring the immediate capital
on a new Macintosh
some-

to

).,

where around $1500, or as is the
case now could purchase the store's
demo model with an additional
$1200.
The used computer market provides a less costly alternative for the
consumer. Computers as young as
one year-old can be found hiding in
the small but growing collection of .
second hand computer shops.
One such store is CWW, located
west of270 on Olive. This store has
a nice selection of Mac intoshes at all
levels and needs. Their Macintosh 2
has a one MB memory and a 40 :ME
hard drive that includes the mouse
and keyboard for $599. These
memory capabilities are small, but
can be upgraded for a nominal
amount As is, the computer has the
capability for basic word programs,
games and accounting programs,
which probably would be sufficient
for most of us.
The difference in cost is the most
important factor for a lot of students
and as you can see, that difference
can be as drastic as 70percentless. Of
course, you still may have maintenance problems which could cause
IYOblemsdown the line, but the money
saved should still outweigh the cost of
most problems.

BUILT FOn .

FREE RENT!

AND YOUR WHEELS ARE SOMETHING 'SPECIAL, TOO.
There's a Ford or Mercury Just Uke You • • •
and Your Ford or Lincoln-Mercury Dealer Has a
Graduation Present to Help Make it Your Own . .•
• $400 cash Back or • a Special Finance Rate*
Personally speaking, what you drive
says a lot about who you are. So why
not say you' re one 'of the most exciting,
fun·-Ioving, even sensible people going?
In other words, why not say it with a
sporty new Ford or Mercury?
Now's the perfect time to make a
personal statement-because the 1994
Ford & Mercury College Graduate
Purchase Program** gives you your choice
of $400 cash back or a special
finance rate* when you buy a hew
Ford or Mercury. Or lease your vehicle
and get $400 cash back!

Plus, Ford Credit can offer qualified
applicants pre-approved credit up to
$18,000 or the MSR~ whichever is
lower, which could mean rio down payment on finance purchases. You may also
defer purchase payments for 120 days
in most states (excluding Michigan,
New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and Washington, DC).
So take time out to see your Ford or
Lincoln-Mercury dealer today and ask
about the College Graduate Purchase
Program. (It's a terrific way to show the
world iust how smart you really are!)

We care.
We listen.
We explain.
We're affordable.
We're convenient.
We're confidential.
.We're experts in the
reproductive health care
needs of women and men.
We're Planned Parenthood.
Call 533-9933.

tg.Planned Parenthood

11::-

of the

st. Louis Region

UPBu//efln
Not as well known

as the Ten

Commondmenf~

*Special Finance rate olie rnotlYe and Ford Credi t prog rams not available an leases .
*'To be eligible. you mu st graduate w ith a bachelo r's or graduate degree. or be enro lled in groduate school. between 1/1/94
and 9/30/ 94 . This p rog ram is in addition to all o th er nallo ... al customer incentives; except for other ford private offers.
including the Young Buyer Pr~grom. You mUl t purchase or lease your new vehicle between 1/1 /94 and 9/30/95
Some CUSTomer and vehicle restrictions apply, so see you r d ealer lor d etails.

Wednesday Noon Live (April 6)

"FAIRCHILD"
---------------THE LAST
. University Center Patio

Friday Movie Night (AprilS)

BOYS'
C
OUT
J.C. Penney Auditorium
(8 &

10 p.m.)

\

.

... But a lot ~$ier to show to your ~.
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by Russell Korando
edttor-in-chief

by Rob Goedeker
of The Current staff

Jeff Peer led off the sixth with a
basehit and the Rivermen went into
Pitchers must be perfectionists. They
their accustomed run-manufacture
must throw the ball into the area the size
mode, the same type of baseball that
of a dinner plate; hence homeplate. Conused to be played a few years ago to
centration is critical.
perfection 15 minutes east of campus at
OutofRivermenleftyTim Stratman's
Busch Stadium.
.
85 pitches to Southwest Baptist UniverThere wouldn't be a scripted endsity batters Friday, one cost him dearly.
ing, though. Pinch hitter Brian Moriarty
Bearcat freshman Jack ' Funderburk
successfully moved Peer to second on
stepped into a waist-high changeup and
a sacrifice bunt, and a passed ball moved
sentitflying380feettowardN.Florissant .
him to third. Peer chugged home when
Rei The Bearcats led 2-0, just minutes
Jeremy Ragan hit a ball to the third
after scoring seven runs in the ninth, to
baseman, but Peer was tagged out easily
win game one of the Mid-America Interby Funderburk.
collegiate Athletics Association (MIAA)
. Brady said his rule of thumb is to
doubleheader 9-7.
run on aball hit anywhere with one out
Strauuan returned to the dugout,
He said he made the decision to send
smiled, said, 'That's my fault,' sat on the
Peer, the potential tying run; was made
endofthe bench and stared straight ahead.
because of the Rivermen struggles
He continued to smile, he wasn't going
hitting. Their only consistent hitter this
down without a fight Perfection would
year has been Peer.
be the key.
"We go on ground con tact with one
"I felt I prepared myself before the
out always ... always," Brady said. "If
game," Stratman said.
the throw beats you, you have to get
"1 just try to blow that stuff off," he
caught
up in the rundown long enough
Photo: The Current
said about giving up runs early. "That
to
advance
the runner, and we did not
FROM A DIFFERENT PERSPECTIVE: Centerfielder Donnie Jolliff lines a drive down the rightfield I'n J Iliff
was a mental mistake. I realized what I
who has been struggling at the plate, batted ninth against the Bearcats,
I e, 0
, do that
did wrong, but I came back and pitched
"As bad as our run production has
clean 8-0 in conference play, and 22-6 baffled Rivermen batters with break- been, we have to take a chance in those
one.
strong."
Strong starting pitching didn 'tsave overall, heading into Saturday's ing balls, often times out of the strike situations because the field conditions
Indeed. Stratman shut out a potent
zone.
the
Rivermen from themselves, as doubleheader against the Rivermen .
Bearcat lineup, until the seventh, when
are not very good. It's a good chance,
"We are not
David
Reynolds
stood
taller
than
they've
been
accustomed
to
since
rethe Bearcats scored two insurance runs
with the field
and won game two 4-1. Stratman pitched turning from a successful trip to Florida. his 6' 2" stature on the mound for the executing the
conditions with
6 1/3 innings, gave up six hits, struck out They dropped to 13-10, and 2-4 in the Bearcats, giving up only five hits in a fundamentals at
"We are not execut- the way they are,
four, but most importantly, walked no MlAA. The Bearcats were a squeaky complete-game effort. Reynolds . the plate," Brady
the ball could take
said. "We never ing the fundamentals
a funny bounce
stay back and at the plate"
and the run
drive the ball. Our
scores."
Jim Brady,
discipline is noRealistically,
where near where Rivermen skipper
the Rivermen
it should be. If we
must win the rest
get two strikes on
of their confer- -,
us, our knowledge of the strike zone is ence games if they are to have a home
by Cory Schroeder
so brutal that anything that's even re- berth for the MIAA playoffs, but they
sports editior
motely close, we swing at it
also win tough conference games on
"I
know
how
to
get
our
team
out
the road against powerhouse Emporia
Seven hours of golf ame down to a single stroke
every time. Just throw breaking balls, State, to even qualify for the Regionals.
at the Rivennen Invitational March 28.
and we'll swing at them. Then every
The summit is high for the
The Rivermen had a chance to win their own
now
and
then,
I'll
throw
a
fastball
Rivermen, and they'll have to be pertournament but lost by a single stroke to the junior
down the middle, and we'll look at it." feel
varsity squad from Soutl1east Missouri State (SEMO)
The Rivermen cut the lead to2-1 in
"We do everything the hard way.
304 to 305.
their part of the ftfth when catcher But we're going to win when it counts."
"We played well enough to win," UM-Sl Louis
Todd Schmidt scored on a David Lucas
At press time, theRivennen, led by
golf coach Jim Niederkorn said. "It's unfortunate it
sacrifice fly. DonnieJ olliff reached on Eye's four hits and a complete-game
came down to that ruling."
a bunt, but junior Dave Connelly performance by Chris Dumm, beat
A ruling on a shot by Rivermen senior Morgan
grounded out to end the inning.
SWB B-3' Saturday.
Gonzales penalized . him two strokes. Gonzales
. '
.- .. ... .. .. . . .. ..
lodged a ball in a plant and moved the ball a glove's
i length before taking the next shot Rules state that a
ball can be moved a glove's length from a tree but
doesn't specify plants.
"It's just one of those things," Gonzales said. '1
c()mpU~~yC()ry$chl'Oeil~r
asked the other guys I was playing with what I
should do and they said go ahead and take the shot"
lJM+SL Louls.Grad
Ironically, had the penalty not been assessed to
Gonzales, the Rivermen would have squeaked by
1\ SEMO and won the tournament He finished with a
74.

When I first visited the UM-St
Louis campus, I didn't know anything
about the University. All I knew was
that I wanted to be a journalist 1was
just a kid coming out of high school,
and I was nervous about stepping out
into the real world and experiencing
college life. I'veheardso manythiugs
about college life from my friends,
who have gone on to experience the
post-high school era before me. I
knew, though, that 1 woule! ~ave to
experience college first-hand in order
to find the answers to my questions.
Last summer I went to UM-St
Louis' freshmen orientation and had
the opportunity to meet with some of
the Professors and see the campus
facilities. As college students know,
the first time you see a university
campus it makes high school look like
day care.
At the end of the orientation, I
went to University Center, where all
thelocal university organizations had
a table set up so they could meet and
talk with the new UM-St Louis students. By the end of the day, I had
been approached by every fraternity
atUM-St Louis and knew about all
the upcoming parties before I got a
chance to see a lecture hall. I had so
many fraternity business recruiting
cards, I could have sat down and
shuffled them.
I wanted to be a journalist, so I
looked for a representative from the
University newspaper, and that is
where I met Cory Schroeder (sports
editor) for The Current. He told me
everythingthatIwantedtoknowabout
writing for a college newspaper,
specifically sports writing, and made
me feel welcome, as did everyone
else on The Current staff.
After I completed .my first semester, I started right away and wrote
my first article on the men's basketball game against Southwest Baptist
University. I was surprised that I was
thrown out in the open as soon as I
was, but the unexpected experience
gave me the courage and confidence
I needed to be a sports writer. .
The men's basketball team was
the worst under head coach Rich
MfX:kfessel this year. I found a respect for Meckfessel's attitude towards the Rivermen's unforgettable
',:didn'twant.itt?come,down~oacontroversial
season. When the the season had hit call, Gonzales saId. 'There s nothing I can do about
rock-bottom and recovery from the . it now."
team's mental mistakes and injurie<>
Usually, a judgement is made by the coach who
seemed outofrea:h,Meckfessel never is running the tournament Niederkorn, however,
lost his poise or his temper whenever feared bias and deferred to UM-Rolla coach Bud
I conduct a post-game interview with Mercier who assessed the penalty.
. him.
"Morgan did the right thing by calling for the
With MfX:kfessels' encouraging ruling," Niederkorn said.
attitude towards failure and a little
It was tough from the get-go for all players, with
a
temperature
of 30 degrees and swirling winds
size and talent on the team, the

Rivernlen's Three-peat Hopes
Aborted By Stroke Penalty

" .-

UMSLSportslVot~bQO"
Dles.In Cfti.crasb ·.
d

I

NO PRESSURE!: James Trittler attempts to sink a P.Utt at
a tournament last year. Trittler shot an 80 at the Riverman
Invititational.

accompanied by darkening clouds.
"That's the second time we've had such bad weather for the
Invitational," Gonzales said. "I remember standing on the second

See Golf, page 8
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Rivermen will be an exciting tearn to
watch.
On the other hand, the women's
basketball team had a successful
season for the first time in eight years
·underfirst-yearcoachJimCoen.Coe,n
set goals for his players that seemed
far-fetched by all the critics. "I think
everybody thought our goals were
unrealistic, except for us," Coen said.
•After the basketball season was
over, I started covering men's and
wqmen's tennis.
Last Feb. 11-13, the Rivermen
tennis team left for a preseason tournament in Kansas City. Tennis coach
Carl Walker was told the R~vennen
would get a chance to play against the
eight schools that would participate in
the tournament, but it ended up only
playing against three of them. The trip
was a disapoint:nient
"We didn't get to see a lot of me
other conference teams, especially
.Southwest Baptist," said No.4 player

See Column, page 8

Sneakers For Cleats
by Pete Dicrlspino
associate sports editor

and hand coordination."
Martin was to see plenty of action
at fIrst base this season, but has spent
In the era of the two-sport athlete, all of her time in left field.
"She hasn't played a great deal of
softball player DJ. Martin has joined
teammate Nicole Christ as UM-St outfield in softball, but she has good
rangeandhasplayed well," Brru:nbaugh
Louis basketball and softball stars.
Martin,asophomorestandoutfrom said.
Thanks to a rugged basketball
Wentzville High School, has made the
hectic journey from the basketball court schedule Martin and Christ got a late
jump on the rest of the players. They
to the softball field seem easy.
She currently leads the team with a were able to attend only two practices
.343 batting average and has started 25 before the season opened in Florida.
"I would of like to of had a few
out of the 26 games. She has been the
biggest surprise to most, except her more days in the balting cages and
outfield, but the Florida trip helped a
coach.
"She a good athlete and she's very lot," Martin said .
TheRiverwomen played 10 games
competitive," head coach Harold
Brumbaugh said. "She has great eye in five days in Florida and Manin had

to quickly get adjusted.
"It took a little time gettingadjusted
to the outfield," Martin said.
Martin has only made one error so
far this season, so things must be going
good.
"She still needs to improve on her
hitting and batting stance," Brumbaugh
said. "She needs to be more selective
and needs a little more experience in
adjusting to a junk: ball pitcher."
"I could hit better," Martin said. "I
justneed to learn how tohitachangeup."
Martin also was a big surprise in the
basketball season as she came off the
bench and averaged 5.6 points a game.
She scored 14 points in a 10 1-72 victory

See Martin, page 8
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Golf from page 7
hole and saying to myself 'I don't want
to be here. '"
Despite less than desirable playing
conditions, Riverrnen senior Chris
Sanders continues to impress_ Sanders
shot a 72 to finish third among iridividual leaders. Sanders flnished secOnd
at the Wyattville Invitational and tied
for Second at TullusLake Intercollegiate
earlier this year. .
"The putting greens are usually

Notthern Iowa Tournament April 8-10

'We Cater
'Especia£[y 'To
'Ilie Commuter
Stuaent"

Martin from page 7

•

Next softbaJl home
game, Ap ril 6 at St.
Ann Field against
St. Louis University

• Close To Campus
At 1617 S. Florissant Rd.
• The Highest Quality Parts
At The Lowest POSSible Prices,
• Drop Off Service: Have Your Car

Serviced While You Are At Classes.

522 -9449

.

1676.ClarksoriRd;·
Chesterfield;M0630 11 .
Open 7 Days ,11 AM·tp 6AM . . ...
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Video Games
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D.J. MaNin

A Division Of The Lou Fusz
Automotive Network
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Clayton T. Roloff
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Saturn Of St. Charles County

FREE ENTRY NINETJALLTOr.iRJyAM~NTv .
EVERY MONDAY NIGHT
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in RBI's with 11 and tied for second in
doubles with flve.
One thing Martin brings to the
softball team is her desire not to iose.
"I hate to lose, there is nothing
more importan t than winning," Martin
said.
"She's a team player and has the
desire to win," Brumbaugh said.
One thing is for sure: ifMartifl runs
into any problems, Christ will be there
to help her out.
"It helps to have someone else who
is doing the same thing with me,"
Martin said.
The UM-St. Louis softball team
will sqll!lie off against the Lady
Billikens of Saint Louis Universtiy at
St Ann Field on April 6.
Up next will be the Northem Iowa
Tournament (April 8-10).

OFF 1-70 AT CA VB SPRINGS- NORTH SERVICE RD .
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Martin is also second on the team
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over Missouri Baptist on Dec.4. She
was the basketball teams' most improved player.
Now, Martin is trying to be the
biggest surprise on the softball fleld.
So far, she has gotten off to a great

pretty slow during the spring at Bogey,
but I was able to putt well which kept
me in il," Sanders said.
Sanders is coming off a fIne season
in which he finished second only to
teammate Dave Rhoads at the MidAmerican Intercollegiate Athletics
Association Championships (1vflAA)
with a 225.
"He (Sanders) has really carried
over that great finish at. the MIAA' s
and played solid throughout thisseason," Niederkom said.
Rhoads, the MIAA's top player
from last season, finisheq with a less
than sparkling but respectable 78.
Rhoads, a junior, has been struggling
after a suPerb sophomore season.
"He's in a slump right now,"
Gonzales said.. "But he'll snap out of
it. "
The. Riverrnen will play today in
the Hammersfield Invitational. Conference-rival Northeast Missouri State
will also be there.
"We have the potential to win the
MIAA Championships again this season," Sanders said. "We have all our
players back from last year, and I think·
were even stronger."
. ", ' .
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Man Fagala.
Another problem with the Wurnament was the way the scheduling was
set up. Because Of the weather still
being too cold to play outside, the tournament was held inside at private
country clubs in the Overland, Kansas.
During the day, the country clubs were
busy accommodating their members
and regular guests, so in order to not
cause any problems with the members
that belongedlO the club, the lOumament
had to be played throughout the night
By avoiding any problems with
club members, the players are faced
with problems of their own.
Getting'inw the habit of playing
tennis from 11:00 p.m., to 5:00 am., is
not a good habit w get into when your
a full-time university student and have
to attend classes during the day. It's sad
that country club members can not
sacrifice one or two ~ys out of the
year, to allow local universities to conveniently hold a tournament for their
tennis teams.
I hope this isn't the last time I'm
Out in the Open, writing and sharing
my thoughts with you, the students of
UM-St. Louis. Oh yes, by the way, I
don't own a T.Y appliance swre and
I'm not a salesman, I'm a writer.

'ITie 'WorU 0.1

BnlD6ESTORE

Bridgestone BUB 199,99~
. . .. Bridgestone NB-26 289.99~

Listen To What Other Students Say-

299.99~

"We have an excellent group of professors, who are very
experienced in what they teach. All of the classes that I have
taken here have been very good."

~

over 1400
and thousands 0
accesso,.ies there just
isn't r oom to tell
y ou!)

- Leonard Ott, Senior Anthropology
"You don't have to travel around the world to learn about
different places and people, but once you do, you can, and
they pay you for it. The staff here is small:ind really friendly.
It's almost like a private college. You get all the attention you
could ever want. It's just a great collection of people."

Bridgestone MB-5 (Rapidfire) 474.99 ~
Bridgestone RB-J 699,99.94Q,.W

"Ute"
Warehouse
Sale
APRIL 7-10

'{be.....-

Bridgeton Warehouse
11816 Sf. Charles Rock Rd .
(between /-700nd 1-270,

next to Grandpa's)

Thursday-Saturday 10-9
Sunday 10-6

~

.

- Michael Mosblech, Senior Anthropology

Listen To What The Instructors Say-

~~

•@

Enroll Today! There Are A Wide
Variety Of Courses To Choose From.
Interested In Meeting Others Who Shar~
An Interest In Anthropology?
Call 553-6020 And Ask About
The Anthropology Club. .
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The Skater's Place
St. Loms' Only
Full Service
In Line Skate Shop
With The Largest
Selection Of

iA.Rollerblade.
Models.
Rental • Lessons· Sales
4584 Laclede at Euclid
(Adjacent to Forest Park in the
eWE, Two Bloclcs From MetroLink)

367-2929 .

